Short-term functional plasticity of cortical and thalamic sensory representations and its implication for information processing.
We studied phenomena, constraints, rules, and implications of cortical plastic reorganization produced by input coactivation patterns in primary somatosensory cortex of adult rats. Intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) and an associative pairing of tactile stimulation (PPTS) induced plastic changes within minutes to hours that were fully reversible. Reorganization of receptive fields and topographic maps was studied with electrophysiologic recordings, mapping techniques, and optical imaging of intrinsic signals. Utilizing the specific advantages of local application of ICMS, we investigated lamina-specific properties of cortical representational plasticity, revealing a prominent role of the input layer IV during plastic reorganization. To study subcortical plasticity, we compared ICMS and intrathalamic microstimulation (ITMS), revealing robust thalamic reorganizations that were, however, much smaller than cortical changes. Using PPTS, we found significant reorganizational processes at the cortical level, including receptive fields, overlap, and cortical representational maps. The protocol was similarly effective at the perceptual level by enhancing the spatial discrimination performance in humans, suggesting that these particular fast plastic processes have perceptual consequences. The implications were discussed with respect to parallel changes of information processing strategies. We addressed the question of the possible role of RF size and size of cortical area, inhibitory mechanisms, and Hebbian and non-Hebbian learning rules. The short time scale of the effects and the aspect of reversibility support the hypothesis of fast modulations of synaptic efficiency without necessarily involving anatomic changes. Such systems of predominantly dynamically maintained cortical and adaptive processing networks may represent the neural basis for life-long adaptational sensory and perceptual capacities and for compensational reorganizations following injuries.